FOCUS DOLLY LIGHT

FOCUS DOLLY LIGHT

Based on the proven concept of the Classic Focus Dolly, the new Focus Dolly Light is a complete,
lightweight, ultra-portable dolly for track use. It fits together in less than three minutes, and the
design incorporates dual features. When closed down, the dolly becomes a portable flight case,
the push/pull handle functioning as the transport handle. The dolly track wheels or hard rubber
wheels simply pop-in to the sockets of the dolly. The track wheels, which operate on both straight
and curved track, are stored inside the dolly case for transportation. Its track wheels operate
smoothly on any standard steel or aluminum track such as the Egripment PackTrack. The Focus
Dolly Light is the ultimate when you need to act fast.

EGRIPMENT SUPPORT SYSTEMS

FOCUS DOLLY LIGHT
FOCUS DOLLY PACKAGE
A low cost, lightweight, strong, smooth and safe seat support with adjustable column and seat,
which offers an extra dimension to Egripment’s famous Focus Dolly Light system. The purpose
of the Focus Seat Support is that you can easily mount the Seat Support and Adjustable Column
on the Focus Dolly Light, it is very lightweight and performs professionally. A simple “click/lock”
system assures an easy and safe way to change the height of the seat and the adjustable camera
column in just a few seconds.
The Focus Dolly Light is equipped with extra adaptor plates that serve as supports for the Focus
Seat Support. These adaptor plates can also be mounted on existing Classic Focus Dollies that are
already around in the world.
FOCUS SEAT SUPPORT
The Focus Seat Support completes the Focus Dolly Light as a multipurpose package and can also
be used in combination with other Egripment Platform Dollies.

Specifications
Platform Size:
Minimum Height:
Maximum Load:
Weight:
Boxed Dimensions (LxWxH):

Art.: 150/L Focus Dolly Light
70 x 99,5 cm
27.5‘‘ x 39.2‘‘
13,5 cm
5.3‘‘
125 kg
275 Lbs
15 kg
33 lbs
65,5 x 70 x 7 cm
25.8 x 27.5 x 2.75’’

All data are subject to change without notification.
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